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Geared Up for 2019 

 
 Shot Show 2019 is upon us. Many wait in anticipation to see what the industry will have to offer in the New 
Year. Leapers, Inc. is set to reveal several new and exciting products. Here are just a few of what is to come from the 
Livonia, Michigan based company in 2019. 
 
ACCUSHOT® OP3 3-12x44 UMOA Reticle Scope 
This scope is just one out of a new line of premium optics featuring improvements such as: high contrast resolution 
through an optimized internal light transmission pathway, crisp and tactile turret movement with consistent 
adjustment per click, wider turret faces for ease of use with gloves, and updated IPX7 waterproof rating. OP3 optics 
feature more efficient illumination circuitry, preventing intermittent illumination combined with lower power 
consumption. A set-once locking eyepiece diopter, adjustable parallax from 10 yards to infinity, threaded sunshade, 
and IE® 36-color illumination come standard.  
 
UTG PRO® TBNR™ Bipod 
Fully conceptualized, manufactured, and proven in the USA, the UTG PRO® TBNR™ bipod specifically addresses 
shooters, their situations, and their disciplines in its features, materials, functions, and quality. This bipod features 5 
position bidirectional folding with steel-on-steel lockup and tension adjustable 360° panning with 13° tilt forward, 
rearward, left, and right. The TBNR also features automatic spring-loaded leg retraction with 90° throw and keyed 
legs for managing height adjustability. Ring locks are used to secure height adjustment in place and the foot pads are 
removable and designed to be compatible with the Atlas feet interface. The TBNR bipod is made from steel and 
aluminum construction with a type III class 2 matte black hard coat anodized finish. 
 
UTG PRO® +5 Base Pads and Magwells for Glock® Small Frame pistols 
UTG PRO® USA Made +5 Capacity Base Pads for Glock small frame pistols feature an extended height and come with 
an extra power spring for reliable feeding. Precision machined from 6061-T6 aluminum with fully dehorned and 
melted contours, three color choices are available to include matte black, red, and blue. An externally removable 
floor plate allows quick access to the magazine’s internals for cleaning and without ever having to remove the base 
pad from the magazine’s main body. Complementing the +5 base pads are our carry-inspired one-piece Ultra Slim 
Glock magwells available in the same three matte color options and sharing similar aesthetics and ergonomic 
considerations. 
 
UTG® Super Slim Optic Mounts 
Harping on the success of their original Super Slim Picatinny mounts, Leapers UTG  now has additional Super Slim 
mounts available for the Aimpoint® T1/T2/H1/H2/CompM5, Trijicon® MRO®/MRO® Patrol/RMR®, and their own 
UTG® Reflex Micro Dot. These dedicated mounts share the same lightweight design and materials as their original 
Super Slim riser mounts and are constructed of 6061-T6 aluminum with a matte black anodized finish. These 
precision CNC machined mounts utilize locking Torx screws and square-shaped integral recoil stops for a secure zero 
hold on any Picatinny MIL-STD-1913 rail. Lightening cuts reduce overall weight and bulk and all edges and corners are 
melted and dehorned.  
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UTG® Ultra Slim Mounts and Grips 
Leapers, UTG Ultra Slim foregrips, hand stops, angled foregrips, and angled Index mounts available in M-LOK®, 
Keymod, and Picatinny modular systems (sans the hand stops and Angled Index Mounts). All products follow the 
same lightweight design considerations, are constructed from aircraft aluminum and feature a series of lightening 
cuts to reduce overall weight, bulk, and to maintain an ultra slim profile. M-LOK® and Keymod Foregrips feature a 
unique cavity for users to interchange and swap in different matte colored anodized inserts to give their firearms a 
bit of personality. Angled index mounts feature adjustable forward or rearward cant and come with spacers to 
provide proper handguard clearance.  
 
UTG PRO® AR15 Muzzle Brakes 
UTG PRO® USA Made AR15 Muzzle Brakes designed specifically for the .223/5.56 are steel constructed and finished 
in a matte black manganese phosphate surface treatment. Two models include a 2.25” length and a stubbier 1.75” 
length muzzle brake with both being ½”-28 UNEF thread compatible. A combination of gas dispersion ports improves 
handling via recoil reduction by up to 40%.  
 
There is still a lot more to come that Leapers, Inc. has in store for 2019. Make sure to stop by booths 2146 & 2246 to 
see more! 
 
Visit our company website, www.leapers.com, or drop us a line at 734-542-1500, for up-to-date product information 
and release dates on our continually expanding product lines. 

 

ABOUT LEAPERS, INC. 

Leapers, Incorporated, headquartered in Livonia, Michigan, has been in the business of supplying shooting, 
hunting and outdoor gear since 1992. We set un-compromised high standards for all of our business 
operations. Our goal is to provide a total solution for any line of products we offer and we aim to offer the 
most complete selection of accessories for your one-stop shopping experience. In 2009, we made an 
important decision and started our Made-In-the-USA Manufacturing Operation. Following our vision with 
persistence, we created the UTG PRO line of products starting from innovative rails and stocks with plans to 
make scopes and lights. We use local vendors for a variety of services and bring jobs back to Michigan. In the 
past 2 decades, Leapers UTG has enjoyed tremendous loyal customer support. We are committed to giving 
back to customers our most innovative, best quality products with the most caring service.  
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